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Abstract 

To maintain the automation systems there need a huge amount 

of manual work, in centralization of the plants and in automation 

companies are making technical progress during large development of 
advancement. For the attentiveness of manufacturing it is critical tasks 

to create a strategy for maintain the equipment. For maintaining 

equipments and plants effectively a maintenance program that includes 

this concept is known as Total productive maintenance (TPM). In this 
paper we studied the different aspect of Total productive maintenance in 

different field for developing a successful business.  
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___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction 
A system that include processes, employees that add business value to an organization, improve 

and maintain the integrity of production, equipment and safety and quality systems through the machines 

is consider as total productive maintenance (TPM) system. To avoid delays and breakdowns in 
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manufacturing processes the total productive maintenance system always focus on keeping all instruments 

in proper working condition. 
Combination of total involvement of employees and preventive maintenance   is the significant 

factor of Total Productive Maintenance (TPM). For maintenance of equipment the TPM is consider as an 

innovative system   that eliminates breakdowns, through day-to-day activities promotes autonomous 
operator maintenance and optimizes effectiveness. By eliminating the loss and waste that can happen due 

to speed losses, reduced yield, failure of the equipment, process defects and set up and adjustment with 

maximum effectiveness use of equipment is the main objective of TPM 

 

TPM Concept 

Between Productivity and Maintenance the TPM build a close relationship, it is showing that  keeping 

good care of equipment can give the best outcome in higher productivity. Prevention of possible 
breakdowns, maintenance of machines and maintaining productivity are the main focus of TPM. Through 

the machine operate at its optimal level the optimization of machine availability and productivity 

improvement is the TPM concern.  

For machine repair needed time and hidden losses with respect to machine failure everyone in the 
organization should aware. If a produces inferior products or machine cannot run at full speed for the 

organization it is considered to be an activity of loss making. 

 

TPM Principles 

For improving the equipment reliability there are 8 pillars of TPM mainly focused on preventive and 

proactive techniques. They are as follows: 
a. Health Environmental conditions should be safe 

b. Maintenance planning 

c. Management of quality 

d. Improvement focus 
e. Training and education 

f. Equipment management or early management 

g. Office and administrative TPM 
h. Autonomous Maintenance 

The productivity can be increased with the help of the above pillars. 

 
Figure1:  Eight pillars of TPM 
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In an organization steps in introduction of TPM 

The steps are described as follows: 
1. PREPARATORY: 

1. Set the target and TPM working system 

2. Propaganda for TPM and initial education 
3. For institutionalizing prepare a master plan 

4. All about TPM the announcement of introduction done by Management 

5. Setting up departmental committees of TPM 

2.  INTRODUCTION  
This is a service and we should welcome all. Providers as they should realize that we need quality 

stockpile from them. Related organizations and subsidiary organizations who can be our clients, sisters 

concerns and so forth. Some may gain from us and some can support us and clients will get the 
correspondence from us that it thinks about quality yield. 

3.  IMPLEMENTATION 

The 8 pillars of TPM development are carried in this step. These pillars are already described above.  

For production efficiency establishing the system is the work of four activities, one pillar use for initial 
control system of new equipment and products, and one is used for sanitation, safety as working 

environment and improving the efficiency of administration. 

4.  INSTITUTIONALISING STAGE 
The team can reach at the maturity stage by all these activities. At this stage it determines the efficiency 

of all the members and their contribution. This is a very challenging task. 

 
Figure 2: TPM plant wide structure 

 

TPM Implementation 

For any business the TPM implementation is a significant factor. It can take several years to fully 

implement a TPM. In general employee responsibilities, organizational structure of company and 

production system affected by TPM. For any company the implementation of TPM make worthwhile id 
the outcome reduced the costs, increased productivity and improved customer satisfaction. 

For every business although the implementation of TPM is different but include generally: 
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•Workforce Education 

• In the starting area implement a preventive maintenance program 
•Baseline data gathering 

•Starting point identification 

•Until the other parts of TPM implemented company- wide expand the TPM. 

 
Figure 3: TPM Implementation phases 

 

Benefits of TPM 

Some main benefits of TPM are given bellow:  
•Follow Pollution Control measures are followed 

•Almost 100% satisfy the need of customer  

•By working as team achieve the goals 
•Experience and knowledge sharing 

•Among the employees higher confidence level 

•Customer complaints rectified 

•Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) and productivity increases 
•The work place is keeping attractive, neat and clean 

•Accidents reduction 

•In the attitude of the operators do some favorable modification 
• In all areas of the organization horizontal deployment of a new concept 

• By up to a great extent reduce the cost of manufacturing 
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Goals of TPM 

The TPM is based on the concept of zero-loss. So it can achieve high flexibility and reliability of 
equipment through this concept. By minimizing consumables, raw material, wastage of manpower and 

energy it can also reduce the cost. Through four specific objectives a TPM can accomplished:  

•zero breakdowns 
•zero defects 

• Due to equipment-related operations eliminating waste and failure 

•Reducing unscheduled maintenance events and emergency to a minimum 

The losses that are responsible for negatively to equipment effectiveness are as follows: 
1. Minor stoppages and machine idling 

2. Process defects 

3. Setup and adjustment time 
4. Equipment failure 

5. Reduced yield 

6. Reduced speed 

 

 
Figure 4: TPM goals 
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Conclusion 

A system that include processes, employees that add business value to an organization, improve and 
maintain the integrity of production, equipment and safety and quality systems through the machines is 

consider as total productive maintenance (TPM) system. To maintain the automation systems there need a 

huge amount of manual work, in centralization of the plants and in automation companies are making 
technical progress during large development of advancement. Through the machine operate at its optimal 

level the optimization of machine availability and productivity improvement is the TPM concern. 
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